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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In practical design, there are various ways to increase the buckling strength of 

structural members. Lateral bracing is one way to increase the buckling loads of 

structural members, that is, to increase the load carrying capacity of the structural 

members. Lateral bracing for the structural members is the most effective when it has 

both strength and stiffness. In addition, the location of the lateral bracing plays an 

important role in load carrying capacity. 

Under certain conditions, lateral bracing can have the same effect as an immovable 

lateral support. The lateral bracing is then called full bracing. If full bracing is provided, 

the buckling mode shape of the column is a sine curve. Point bracing for various types 

of columns is considered in this study. 

The basic work on this subject has been done by Winter[1]. Winter investigated 

noncontinuous and continuous lateral bracing for both columns and beams. In order to 

find full bracing requirements for noncontinuous lateral supports, Winter developed a 

simple elementary method using fictitious hinges at the lateral supports. By taking 

moments about these fictitious hinges, the required stiffnesses and strengths of the 

supports were obtained. The bracing characteristics for cases of continuous lateral 

support were also determined by Winter. From Winter’s investigation, the relation 

between the number of equal spans and the ideal spring stiffness for full bracing was 

obtained. 

Galambos[2], Salmon and Johnson[3], and McGuire[4] outlined the work on the 

noncontinuous lateral bracing requirements of columns done by Winter. 
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Zuk[5] investigated eight typical cases of columns and beams in order to determine 

a general relation between the applied force or moment and the lateral bracing force. In 

all cases, the columns under consideration had initial imperfections. The analysis was 

limited to elastic materials and small deflections. It was found that the lateral force was 

a direct function of the initial deflection. From Zuk’s investigation, it was also shown that 

the value of the bracing force could generally be assumed to be 2% of the applied load 

for axially compressed columns, and 2% of the compression flange force for beams. 

Medland[6] and Medland and Segedin[7] investigated braced multiple columns and 

beams. The investigation was carried out to find critical loads and lateral bracing 

requirements for sets of interbraced columns under uniform axial force distribution and 

parabolic axial force distribution, respectively. In all cases, the columns were pinned at 

each end. Non-dimensional design charts were presented by assembling the results of 

a stiffness matrix solution method of initially deformed structures. The estimation of the 

critical loads and the strength requirements of the braces were obtained by using these 

design charts. It was found that the brace force was a direct function of the initial 

deflection. 

Beliveau and Zhang[8] investigated sixteen examples of simple structures to calculate 

the minimum lateral stiffness by an approximate method. The critical load of a given 

structure was considered to be equal to the buckling load of the primary compressive 

member in this study. By using an approximate formulation for the change in the 

potential energy of the structural member, the minimum lateral stiffness was obtained. 

It was found that the minimum required stiffness for overall and local buckling to have the 

same critical load was lower when the column was fully restrained at the top node and 

was continuous with springs attached to a common ground than in the other examples. 

2



The main purpose of this study is to find critical loads and full bracing conditions for 

perfect two-span columns, and to find the reaction forces at the lateral bracing supports 

and maximum deflections for two-span columns with initial curvature. The lengths of the 

two spans are not assumed to be equal, as they were in the references described in this 

section.



CHAPTER 2 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

2.1 Perfect Columns 

Several types of columns used in the analysis are shown in Figure 2.1. In each case, 

the column under consideration may have different bending stiffnesses El,, (i=1,2), in 

each span, and the column is subjected to an axial compressive load P. As shown in 

Figure 2.1 (b), the simply supported column having an intermediate translational spring 

with stiffness k will be analyzed in Case Il. The two-span column shown in Figure 2.1 (c) 

will be analyzed in Case Ill. In this case, the column has an intermediate translational 

spring k, at x=a, and a lateral bracing support k, atx=a+b=L. For Case IV, the two-span 

column shown in Figure 2.1 (d) will be analyzed. In this case, the column has a rotational 

spring c at x=0, an intermediate spring k, at x=a, and a lateral bracing support k, at X=L. 

One purpose of this investigation is to find the critical load P_. as a function of the 

span lengths. In Case Il and Case Ill, the translational spring stiffnesses k, and k, will be 

fixed at certain values in order to show the relation between P_. and a. In Case IV, the 

rotational spring stiffness c and the two translational spring stiffnesses k, and k, will be 

fixed at certain values to show this relation. 

Another purpose of this investigation is to show the effects of the rotational spring 

stiffness ¢ or the translational spring stiffmesses k, and k, on the critical load P_. for 

different span lengths a and b. Conditions for the existence of an ideal spring stiffness 

are also examined. (When an ideal spring stiffness exists, higher stiffmesses do not 

increase the critical load.) 

The transverse deflection is denoted w, (x) for O<x<a and w,(x) for asxsL. The
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equilibrium equations for each case are 

EIWwi!”' (x) +Bw,’ (¥) =0, (Osx<a) 

and (2.1.1) 

EIww, ’' (x) +Pws! (¥) -0, (ASXSL) 

For simplicity, nondimensional quantities are defined as follows: 

xX a 
x=. , QA 

L’ 

W, Wo 

(2.1.2)



Then the equilibrium equations and the general solutions for each case can be written as 

Ati) 2. ff 
Wy (x) +Y¥ 1H, (x) =0 

W, (X) =A,siny,X+A,cosy,X+A,x+A,, (O0<x<a) (2.1.3) 

and 

we” (x) +y5W5) (x) =0 

(2.1.4) 
W(X) =B,Siny2X+B,COSY.X+B3xX+B,, (asx<1) 

By applying the boundary conditions at x=O and x=1 and the transition conditions at 

x=a, eight homogeneous algebraic equations in the eight coefficients are obtained. For 

buckling, the determinant of the coefficient matrix is set equal to zero. This gives the 

characteristic equation. Its lowest root gives the critical load. 

The fundamental method that is used to compute the critical load P_. and the ideal 

spring stiffness k; ,.., from the characteristic equation is the bisection method. The basic 

concept of this method is to locate an interval where a function changes sign. If a 

function f(x) is real and continuous in an interval (x,, x,) and the function has opposite 

signs at x, and x,, so that 

f£ (x,) £(X,) <0 

then there is at least one real root within this interval. In order to find such an interval 

initially, the graphical method is used before the bisection method. 

In all the numerical results to be presented, the column is assumed to be uniform 
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(El,=El,, y,=y22#v) and the spring constants k, and k, in Case Ill and Case IV are 

assumed to be equal (k, =k,sk). 

a. Case |: Simply Supported Two-Span Column 

The boundary and transition conditions for Case | are 

w,(0)=0,w,' (0) =0 

w,(a)=0,wW>(a) =0 

(2.1.5) 

w' (a) =w3 (a) , yaw)’ (a) =y3ws! (a) 

W>(1) =0,w,/ (1) <0 

At x=a, the deflection is zero, and the slope and bending moment are continuous. 

The characteristic equation for the buckling loads is given as follows: 

£14011 Y274) 
=yoab cosy2b siny,at+y,ab cosy,a siny sb (2.1.6) 
-siny,a siny,b=0 7 

where b=1-a. 

If y,=y,#y, the above characteristic equation can be rewritten 

f£,(y¥,a)=yab siny-sinya sinyb-0 

(2.1.7) 

where p=y’. 

The formulas of all the coefficients in terms of A, that are used to get the modes are 

as follows:



_ siny,a COSY2, 
—_—_—_—_—_—_——_——_=—_<_—_—_—_ 1 

siny2b (2.1.8) 
4™ 

siny,a siny> 

a" siny 2b ' 

siny,a 
3" 5 1 

__ siny,a 
4 — pb 1 

Figure 2.2 shows the critical load p,, as a function of a when y,=y.z#y. In this case, 

the simplified characteristic equation f,(y,a)=0 was used. The curves are symmetric 

about a=0.5. The critical load is p,.=4s* when a=0.5, and p,, ~ 20.19 as a~Oora~ 1 

(corresponding to a fixed-pinned column, since the two adjacent supports at an end 

cause the slope to be zero). Values of p.. for different a's are given in Table 1.1. 

The buckling mode shapes are presented in Figure 2.3. Ata=0.5, the buckling mode 

shape is a sine curve. The modes for a>0.5 can be obtained by symmetry. Table 1.2 

shows the values of Wam and Wom for different a’s.
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Table 1.1 

P., for Different a's 

  

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
  

  Per   23.225   27.053   31.755   36.780   39.478 
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Figure 2.3 

(e)a=0.5 

Buckling Mode Shapes for Different a’s 
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Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a's 

Table 1.2 

  

  

  

  

  

    

a Wim Wi, ata Won (Wo, at 1 

0.1 0.007 0.000 0.677 0.000 

0.2 0.067 0.000 1.360 0.000 

0.3 0.255 0.000 1.800 0.000 

0.4 0.612 0.000 1.667 0.000 

0.5 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000         
  

13 

 



b. Case Il: Simply Supported Column with One Intermediate Translational Spring 

The boundary and transition conditions for this case are 

w,(0) =0,w,’(0) =0 

W2(1) =0,w, (1) <0 

w,(a) =w,(a),W,(a) =w5(a) 
(2.1.9) 

15 Ww,’ (a) =¥5 ws (a) 

V7 We” (a) +¥2 kw, (a) =¥3 Wy” (a) 

At x=a, the deflection, slope, and bending moment are continuous, and the difference in 

shear forces equals the spring force. 

The characteristic equation for the buckling load is 

£4 (¥1r¥2/K,a) =; (¥2 Siny,a cosyzb 
+y, cosy,a siny.b)+k(siny,a siny2b (2.1.10) 
-y,ab cosy,a siny,b-y,ab siny,a cosy>zb) =0 

where b=1-a. 

If y,=y,27, the characteristic equation can be written as 

f,(y,kK,a)=y°> siny+k(sinya sinyb-yab siny) =0 
(2.1.11) 

where p=y°. 

If a2=0.5, Equation (2.1.11) can be written as 

14



‘nV 3 Y wn Y¥_-rY Y). (sins) (2y cos 5 +tksin> k5cos—) 0 

(2.1.12) 

In this research, k; ,.,, can be defined as the threshold of the spring stiffness k for 

which higher spring stiffmesses do not increase the critical load p... Solutions of 

Equation (2.1.12) are 

sin’ =o 
2 (2.1.13) 

and 

(4y2-k)y cos¥+2k (sin1)*=0 
2 2 (2.1.14) 

Equation (2.1.13) gives 

Yenny=2nT, (n=1,2,-) 

By putting y=2z, the lowest of these values, into Equation (2.1.14), the ideal spring 

Stiffness k. idea, CaN be obtained: 

Kigeat 7161°=157.91 

for other values of a. If y,=y>, K:4.,, can only be However, there is no such k; deat 

obtained if the spans of the column are equal. Figure 2.4 shows the relation between p,.. 

and k for different a’s. If a=0.5 and k>k,,,.,,, the critical load is p,.=4s°=39.478. For 

the other values of a, p,, increases as k increases and approaches the corresponding 

value in Table 1.1 (Case I) as k + o, 

For different values of a, Table 2.1 shows the spring stiffness k required for the critical 

15
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Table 2.1 

Spring Stiffness k for which p., is a Given Percentage of p., for Case | 

  

  

  

  

  

              

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

75 703.776 251.334 154.675 115.975 101.702 

80 970.170 331.192 193.737 135.590 112.538 

85 1397.340 456.811 252.889 161.987 123.553 

90 2225.750 696.705 362.222 205.248 134.769 

95 4657.860 1393.350 672.251 315.772 146.212 
  

17 

 



load to be a certain percentage of the corresponding critical load in Case I. The formula 

for the spring stiffness k can be obtained directly from the characteristic equation: 

y°> siny 
Sinya sinyb-yab siny (2.1.15) 
  

where y= Vp. 

For example, if a=0.1, the critical load for Case | is 23.225 (Table 1.1). The value of k 

needed for p.. in Case ll to be 75% of that, i.e., 17.419, is found to be 703.80 by 

substituting p=17.419 into Equation (2.1.15). 

Figure 2.5 shows the relation between p.. and a for different k’s. The curves are 

symmetric about a=0.5. If k=0, the critical load p,, is that of a simply supported column 

(p.,.=*°). For k=, the curve is the same as in Figure 2.2 for Case |. Table 2.2 shows 

the critical load p,.. for k=50 and k=200, in which the span lengths a have various values. 

The formulas of all the coefficients in terms of A, that are used to get the buckling 

modes are as follows: 

A> =O 

A; =(-¥,b cosy,a-y2b coty,b siny,a) A, 

siny,a cosy, 

siny,b | (2.1.16) 

18
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Table 2.2 

p,, for Different a's and k’s 

  

  

  

  

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

50 10.794 13.044 15.884 18.574 19.814 

200 13.096 19.089 25.611 32.953 39.478             

20 

 



siny,a siny, 

2 “——siny2b ' 

Bz =(¥,a cosy,aty,a coty,b siny,a) A, 

B, =-B; 

Figure 2.6 shows the buckling mode shapes for k=200. lf a=0.5 and k>K; seat as in 

Figure 2.6, the mode is a sine curve as seen before in Case |. The modes for a>0.5 can 

be obtained by symmetry. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show the values of w,, and w,,, for 

different a’s with k=50 and k=200, respectively. 

21
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Table 2.3 

Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a’s with k=60) 

  

  

  

  

  

    

a Win Wy) ata Won Wo at 1 

0.1 0.553 0.553 1.881 0.000 

0.2 1.709 1.709 3.243 0.000 

0.3 2.745 2.745 3.800 0.000 

0.4 2.792 2.792 3.101 0.000 

0.5 2.148 2.148 2.149 0.000           

23 

 



Table 2.4 

Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a’s with k=200 

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

a Win W,, ata Won Woy at 1 

0.1 0.945 0.945 3.727 0.000 

0.2 1.134 1.134 3.135 0.000 

0.3 1.561 1.561 3.796 0.000 

0.4 1.639 1.639 3.695 0.000 

0.5 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000   
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c. Case Iil_: Column with One End Hinged and Two Translational Springs 

The boundary and transition conditions for this column are 

w,(0) =0,w4’ (0) =0 

W, (a) =w(a) ,W, (a) =w) (a) 

Yaw, (a) =¥qWy (a) 

ViWy | (a) +ypK yw, (a) =¥QW"” (a) (2.1.17) 

ws (1) =0 

iW 2 (1) +¥7 22 (1) =¥ZK oh (1) 

The characteristic equation for the buckling loads is 

f, (¥i7¥orK1,K2,€) 

2 
Y . . 

=(¥i-Kk2) (“5 (Y2 siny,a cosy,b+y, cosy,a siny>b) (2.1.18) 

-= siny,a siny,b+y, cosy,a siny2b 

+¥2 siny,a cosy,b)+k,(y,a cosy,a siny2b 
+¥2a Cosy,b siny,a) -0 

lf y,=y,#7, the characteristic equation can be written as 

25



fo(¥,K,,K2,a) 

3 
=(¥°-kp) (- siny+y siny-= sinya sinyb) (2.1.19) 

1 
+kjya siny=0 

where p= 7°. 

If a=0.5 and k,=k,=k, Equation (2.1.19) can be written as 

-  ¥ 2 4y? Y v - ¥ 
sine y°-k) (-—— cost+2y cost-2 sin 

( 3) C¢ )( k 2 2 3) (2.1.20) 

+ky cost ]=0. 

Solutions of Equation (2.1.20) are 

sint-o 

(2.1.21) 

and 

2-4) (_4¥° Y Y_9 cin’ Y7. [ (y°-k) ( + cos +2y cossS 2 sin) +ky cos—] 0 (2.1.20) 

Equation (2.1.21) gives 

J enn-y=2n0, (n=1,2,-) 

At y=2nz, Equation (2.1.22) gives 

2 4y° (cosnm7) [ (y°-K) (-- +2) +ky]=0 

which leads to 

k*_6y*k+4y*=0 
(2.1.23) 

From Equation (2.1.23), k can be obtained for y=2nz as follows: 
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k-4n?n?2(34/5 ) 

Then 

k=30.1588 or k=206.7117 for n=1. 

As defined in Case Il, k,,,,, is the required spring stiffness for which higher spring 

stifinesses k do not increase the critical load p_.. For k<206.7117, Equation (2.1.22) has 

a root y that is lower than 2s, but for k>206.7117 it does not. Therefore 

kK =206.7117. ideal 

As for Case Il, there is no k,,,., when y,=y, except for a=0.5. 

Figure 2.7 shows the relation between p., and k for different a's. If a=0.5 and 

k>K; 42,1: the critical load is p,.=41°=39.478. If a<0.5, p,, is higher when the internal 

spring is at x=a than when it is at x=1- a(e.g., it is higher for a=0.4 than for a=0.6), 

although both cases have the same p,, at k=0 and in the limit as k +, Table 3.1 shows 

the spring stiffness k required for the critical load to be a certain percentage of the 

corresponding critical load in Case |. 

The formula for the spring stiffness k can be obtained from the characteristic equation 

written in the form 

Dk*+EK+F=0. 

Then 

pe Et 
2D (2.1.24) 

where 
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Figure 2.7 +The Relation between p,,. and k for Different a's 
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Spring Stiffness k for which p,, is a Given Percentage of p,, for Case | 

Table 3.1 

  

  

  

  

  

    

°/, 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

75 710.9 | 262.2 | 170.9 {| 139.1 | 134.3 | 166.1 | 238.9 | 420.3 | 1281. 

80 980.1 | 345.3 | 231.5 | 162.1 | 1483 | 193.2 | 297.5 | 551.8 | 1764. 

85 1411. | 476.0 | 278.1 | 192.9 | 162.4 | 229.5 | 386.1 | 758.3 | 2538. 

90 2248. | 725.5 | 397.3 | 243.2 | 176.9 | 288.7 | 549.5 | 1152. | 4037. 

95 4704. } 1450. | 735.3 | 371.5 | 191.7 | 489.3 } 1011. | 2295. | 8440.                   
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D=y siny-= sinya sinyb-ya siny 

E=-¥7°(¥ siny-= sinya sinyb+ siny) 

5 
F-‘ sin a Y 

H=E*-4DF 

yvp 

In the figures, y,=y,=#y and k,=k,sk. 

Figure 2.8 presents the critical load p.. as a function of a with fixed k's. If k -»«, the 

critical loads p,, are the same as for Case | except at a=0 and a=1. As a~ 1, Equation 

(2.1.19) with k, =k,=k can be written as 

WV 

y siny[k?-(y?-k)*)-0 y %* 1 vy 

Then the following relation can be obtained: 

itk<n2/2 , py 2kasa—>1 c 

ifken7/2 , p,, > Wasa 

To get p,, as a ~ 0, Equation (2.1.19) with k,=k,sk can be multiplied by a and then one 

can set a=0. This leads to the following result: 

ifksn? , p,,>kasa—>0 

ifken , p,, 1 asa 0 

If k is sufficiently large, the maximum critical load occurs when the internal spring is near 
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Figure 2.8 _——p,, for Different a’s with Fixed k's 
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the center of the column, with a slightly less than 0.5. If k is small enough, the critical 

load increases as a increases. For k=9 in Figure 2.8, p,, - 6 as a ~ 1, while p,, - a” for 

the other curves shown. Table 3.2 shows the critical load p,,. for different a’s and k's. 

The formulas of ail the coefficients in terms of A, that are used to get the buckling 

modes are as follows: 

A,=0 

1 3 . 2 os 
Asm aly cosy,a+K, siny,a+y2y, Siny,a coty2b]A, 

A,=0 

_ siny,a cosy, 

' siny,b ' (2.1.25) 

siny,a siny> 

2° —siny2b ' 

  

3 . 2 
Yi siny,a Yavi, 12, 

B3= [cosy,a (ia ) "€any,b (Yo aa ) ~381ny1a JA 

siny,a 
B,=[-¥,a cosy,a-y2a cosy2b Siny,b JA, 

The buckling mode shapes are presented in Figure 2.9 for k=300. If a=0.5 and 

kek; yea,» the buckling mode shape is a sine curve as before. Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and 

Table 3.5 show the values of w,,, and w,, for different a’s with k=50, k=200, and k=300, 

respectively. 
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Table 3.2 

P,, for Different a’s and k’s 

  

  

  

  

              

ay o4 02 | 03 | 04 | o5 | 06 | O7 | O8 | O89 

3 3.0 | 31 33 | 34 | 37 | 40 | 44 | 48 | 54 

50 | 108 | 129 | 153 | 17.0 | 17.1 | 157 | 136 | 11.7 | 103 

200 | 131 | 189 | 25.0 | 316 | 386 | 300 | 224 | 164 | 11.8 

300 | 14.3 | 21.0 | 274 | 342 | 395 | 334 | 255 | 185 | 126       
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(b)a=0.2 
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(c)a=0.3 
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(d)a=0.4 

(e)a=0.5 
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Figure 2.9 Buckling Mode Shapes for k=300 
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Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a’s with k=50 

Table 3.3 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

a Wan W,) ata Won Wo, at 1 

0.1 0.542 0.542 1.830 0.069 

0.2 1.518 1.518 2.804 0.409 

0.3 2.087 2.087 2.737 0.901 

0.4 1.864 1.864 1.953 1.129 

0.5 1.386 1.352 1.352 1.028 

0.6 1.148 0.910 0.910 0.796 

0.7 1.035 0.587 0.587 0.564 

0.8 0.970 0.345 0.360 0.360 

0.9 0.951 0.155 0.176 0.176         
  

 



Table 3.4 

Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a’s with k=200 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

a Wan W,, ata Won Wop at 1 

0.1 0.964 0.964 3.780 0.103 

0.2 1.170 1.170 3.156 0.258 

0.3 1.720 1.720 3.919 0.590 

0.4 2.372 2.372 4.492 1.127 

0.5 2.501 2.397 2.397 1.485 

0.6 1.449 0.730 0.730 0.514 

0.7 1.359 0.537 0.537 0.423 

0.8 1.229 0.359 0.324 0.312 

0.9 1.059 0.170 0.162 0.162 
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Table 3.5 

Maximum Deflection of Each Span for Different a’s with k=300 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

a Won Wy, ata Won Wop at 1 

0.1 0.418 0.418 1.807 0.044 

0.2 0.637 0.637 2.184 0.137 

0.3 0.832 0.832 2.719 0.275 

0.4 0.778 0.778 2.540 0.351 

0.5 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 

0.6 1.359 0.423 0.423 0.285 

0.7 1.374 0.405 0.405 0.301 

0.8 1.296 0.320 0.287 0.273 

0.9 1.111 0.169 0.159 0.158         
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d. Case IV : Column with One Rotational Spring and Two Translational Springs 

The boundary conditions for this column are 

/ 
W,(0)=-0,w, (0) -cw, (0) =0 

W, (a) =w2(a) ,W, (a) = (a) 

204) 
YW, (a) =y4ws! (a) (2.1.26) 

eft 
YGWo (a) +¥5K,w, (a) =y2w)"" (a) 

wy (1) <0 

2 2,2. / Yaw. (1) +¥9¥92 (1) =¥5KaW (1) 

The characteristic equation for the buckling loads is 

2 2 . 
[Hys+ (Hy+HoHy,) HigtHy,¥;¥2COSY28-H7H,,¥;¥28iny2a 

Each variable used in the above equation is given in the Appendix. In the figures, 

¥,=Y22y and k,=k,sk. 

Figure 2.10 shows the effects of the rotational spring stiffness c on p,. as a function 

of a with k=200. If c=0, the result is exactly the same for k=200 as shown in Figure 2.8 

for Case Ill. If c+, the end x=0 is a fixed end. As c increases, the value of a giving the 

maximum p., increases from a=0.5 to a=0.6. Table 4.1 shows the critical load p,,. for 
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P,, for Different a's and c's with k=200 

Table 4.1 

  

  

  

  

    

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

0 13.1 18.9 25.0 31.6 38.6 29.8 22.4 16.4 11.8 

16.6 20.3 25.4 31.7 39.0 39.3 30.3 22.7 17.1 

10 17.8 20.8 25.5 31.7 39.0 41.7 32.9 24.7 18.9 

00 19.8 21.7 25.7 31.7 39.0 43.5 36.5 27.8 21.5                     

4] 

 



different a’s and c’s with k=200. 

Figure 2.11 shows the effects of the translational spring stiffness k on p,, as a 

function of a when c=10. The curve k=200 in Figure 2.11 is the same as the curve c=10 

in Figure 2.10. The value of a for maximum p.. tends to increase as k increases. Table 

4.2 shows the critical load p,. for different a’s and k’s with c=10. 

In Case IV, there are no values c,,,,, and k,,.,,- Figure 2.12 shows the relation 

between p,, and k for fixed values of c and a, and Figure 2.13 shows P., versus c for 

fixed values of k and a. 

In order to show the effect of a support that stiffens as it is compressed, the rotational 

spring stiffness c is assumed to be proportional to p [9]: 

c=gy" 
(2.1.28) 

If c=O or C=a, the support at x=0 is considered as an ideal pinned end or an ideal 

clamped end, respectively. As the applied load p increases, the resistance to rotation 

increases. Figure 2.14 shows the effects of the stiffening rate g for several k’s when 

a=0.5, and Figure 2.15 shows the effect of a for different k’s when g=0.1. 
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Table 4.2 

p,, for Different a’s and k’s with c=10 

  

  

  

          

kK~2 1 0.1 02 | os | 04 | 05 | 06 | 07 | O8 | O89 

50 | 166 | 175 | 190 | 205 | 212 | 205 | 189 | 17.3 | 166 

200 | 17.8 | 208 | 255 | 31.7 | 390 | 41.7 | 329 |] 248 | 188 

500 | 188 | 234 | 294 | 36.7 | 455 | 509 | 443 | 334 | 223             
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Figure 2.12 P,, for Different k’s with Fixed c’s and a’s 
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2.2 Imperfect Columns 

In this section, an imperfect column will be analyzed for various span lengths a and 

b. One purpose of this investigation is to find the reaction forces R, and R, at x=a and 

x=L, respectively, until the axial compressive load P reaches the critical load P.,. for the 

previous perfect column. Another purpose of this investigation is to find the maximum 

deflection of each column. The initial deflection of each column (when P=0) has the 

shape of the buckling mode of the corresponding perfect column and has a specified 

size. Since the reaction forces and the deflections are proportional to the initial deflection, 

results for initial deflections of the same shape but another magnitude can be obtained 

directly from the results to be presented here. 

Since imperfect columns are related to the previous perfect columns, several 

coefficients that were used to get the buckling modes in the previous perfect columns are 

also used here, and are now denoted as A, and B., (i=1,~,4). The critical loads for the 

previous perfect columns are denoted s,” and s,° in this section. The relation between 

g; and y,, (i=1,2), can be written as s,/s,=y,/y>. 

in each case, the column under consideration may have different bending stiffnesses 

EI,, (i=1,2), in each span, and the column is subjected to an axial compressive load P. 

The initial shape of the column is w,,(x) for Osxsa and w,,(x) for asxsL . 

The equilibrium equations for each case are 

—Sttl wy (x) +Pw,’ (X) -EI,wio (X) , (OSx<a) EIw, 

and (2.2.1) 

Hil -= ~STtl EIww,!"’ (x) +Pws' (X) -EIw55/ (x) , (AsxSL) 
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For simplicity, nondimensional quantities are defined as follows: 

x= ,a= 2 
L L 

(2.2.2) 

  

ET, Ely 

pF 2 RL? 
¢ EI, ' 7 ET, 

Then the equilibrium equations and general solutions for each case can be written as 

we 24 wy 
We (X) +4, Wy (X)=Wy, (X) 

| (2.2.3) 

W, (X) =C,siny,X+C,cosy ,X+C3x+C,+WsinB,x, (0<x<a) 
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and 

wh 2/4) wy 
Wo (X) +Y¥QW, (X) =Wopy (x) 

(2.2.4) 
W(X) =D, Ssiny2x+D, cosy 2X+D3xX+D,+YSinB5x+ZCosB>x, (asx<1) 

where 7 _ 

Woo (X) -B,Sin8.x+B,COSB2X+B;xX+B, 

~ a2 
A,B, 
2.2 

(8,-Y;) 

a2 
B,B, 
2.2 

(83-Y>) 

x 2 

2 2 
(83-5) 

In all the numerical results to be presented, the column is assumed to be uniform 

(El,=El,, y,=y.2#Y, 8,=8,) and the spring constants k, and k, in Case VIl are assumed 

to be equal (k,=k,zk). 
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a. Case V : Case | with Initial Deflection 

The boundary and transition conditions for Case V are 

w,(0) =0, 64! (0) -w45, (0) =0 

Wo (1) =0, ws’ (1) -w5, (1) =0 

vim)! (a) wig (a) Jv; ws! (a) Weg (a) I (2.25) 

W,(a) =0,W2(a) =0 

ws (a) -wi (a). 

The terms involving w,, and w., can be dropped, since w,, and w., satisfy the same 

boundary and transition conditions for y,=s,, y,=8,, and since s,/s,=y,/¥,. 

The reaction forces R, and R, at the supports at x=a and x=1, respectively, can be 

calculated as follows: 

R,=EIp[Wy (a) -wap (a) ]-EI, (wi (a) -wil! (a) J 

so that 

Be 

Ro=—1 [Wp (a) Woy (a) J- [Wy (8) -Wig (2) ), 
B5 (2.2.6) 

and 
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R,--EI,(w6/’ (L) -w54/ (L) ]-Pw) (L) 

so that 

By Ww 
R3--—[W2 (1) -Wa9 

2 

(1) ]~y5w3 (1). (2.2.7) 

Equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) can be written as 

2 
B 

R= (-Dy¥3 cosy,a+D,y5 siny,a-YB; cosB,.a 

B, 

+283 sinB,a+B,8 cos8,a-B,B; sin8,a] (2.2.8) 

+Cyy; cosy,a+WwB. cos8,a-A,B° cosB,a 

and 

2 
B 

Rs=-— [-Diy3 cosy,+D>73 siny,-YB; cosB,+ZB; sinB, 

2 

+B,Be cosB,-B,B; sinB,] -¥<[Di¥2 CcOSY>2 

-D5¥2 Siny2+D;+YB, cosB.-ZB, sinB]. 
(2.2.9) 

The coefficients that are used to get the reaction forces and the maximum deflections 

can be obtained by the following formulas: 

D3=D,a, +Q5 

D, =DzQ3+Q, 

C, =D, Qs +&e 
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and 

6 44D, +6 42D3+ 5 43C3=54, 

6 91D, + 5 92D3 + 593C3=5 2, 

(2.2.10) 

634D, + 532D3+ 633C3= 53, 

The above simultaneous equations in D,, D,, and C, are solved by the Gauss elimination 

method. The coefficients in the above equations are given in the Appendix. 

The size of the initial deflection in this case is specified by setting 

A,- 1 _ 
' “T000w, 

where W,=max.(w,,/a,w,,/b) 

W,,=maximum deflection in the span a of the buckling mode for the perfect 

column when A, =1 

W,,,=maximum deflection in the span b of the buckling mode for the perfect 

column when A, =1 

Then the size of the initial deflection is such that the maximum ratio of the deflection 

magnitude to the length of the span in which it occurs is 1/1000. The quantity W.,,, is the 

largest deflection (in magnitude) of the column. For example, if a=0.1,W,_ =max.(0.007/0.1, 

0.677/0.9)=(0.677/0.9)=0.75 and the maximum deflection W,_,, is W,,,,=0.9/1000=0.0009 

when p=0. Similarly, other maximum deflections W_., when p=0 can be calculated. They 

are either given by a/1000 or b/1000. The values of w,, and w,,, are presented for different 

a’s in Table 1.2. If the Wan value is underlined, the maximum initial deflecticn is 
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W,ex 2/1000. If the w,, value is underlined, which occurs for this case, the maximum 

initial deflection is W.,,,=6/1000. 

Figure 2.16 shows the magnitude of the reaction forces R, and R, for different a’s. 

There are no reaction forces R, and R, when a=0.5 ; even though the applied load p 

amplifies the magnitude of a sine curve, it has no effect on the reaction forces R, and R,. 

Results for a)0.5 can be obtained by symmetry. 

Figure 2.17 shows the maximum deflection W,., for different a’s. If the intermediate 

support is close to the support at x=0 or x=1, the maximum deflection W_, at a fixed p 

has higher values than any other intermediate support location in this case. If the initial 

deflection w,(x)=Csin2zx, the deflection w(x) when y,=y7,=7 is 

4n°C sin27x 
w(x)= 

4n?-y* (2.2.1 1) 

When a=0.5, C=0.0005 in the above equation, and the maximum deflection W,,,, can be 

written as follows: 

_ 4n*(0.0005) 
4n?—y? (2.2.12) 

W 
max 
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b. Case VI: Case Il with Initial Deflection 

The boundary and transition conditions for this case are 

/ Wf w, (0) =0, Ww,’ (0) -wi5 (0) <0 

W2(1) =0, ws! (1) -wah (1) =0 

W2(a) -w, (a) ,W2(a) =; (a) 
(2.2.13) 

ft ‘tt My My (a) 1+y5k [w, (a) -W19(a) 1=y5tW, (a) -w,, (2) ] v5 (5 (2) -Woy 

¥5lwy’ (a) -wio (a) Jes Lwe (a) -won (a) J 

Again the terms involving w,, and w,, can be dropped. 

The reaction forces R, and R, at x=a and x=1, respectively, can be calculated as 

follows: 

R,~k [EI,w, (a) -EI,W.9 (a) ] 

so that 

R,=k [w, (a) -W4, (a) J 

(2.2.14) 

and 

R3~-EI[W5 (L) -wy, (L) ]-Pw4 (L) 

so that 
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2 B Ry=-— Le” (1) -w3g/ (1) 1-143 (1) (2.2.15) 
2 

Equation (2.2.14) can be written as 

R,-k[C,siny,a+C,a+WsinB,a-A, sin8,a-A,a] 

(2.2.16) 

and Equation (2.2.15) is the same as Equation (2.2.9). 

The formulas for all the coefficients that are used to get the reaction forces and the 

maximum deflections are the same as for Case V. However, the variables used in each 

formula are not the same as before. All the variables are given in the Appendix. 

In order to get the maximum deflections for different a’s, A, is set as 

A,-__1__ 
' [000W,, 

where W_= max.(W,,.W>,) 

W,,,— Maximum deflection in the span a of the buckling mode for the perfect 

column when A,=1 

W,,,= Maximum deflection in the span b of the buckling mode for the perfect 

column when A,=1 

Then the maximum initial deflection is 1/1000 of the length of the column for this case. 

Table 2.3 shows the values of w,, and w.,,, for different a's with k=50. From Table 2.3, the 

values of W, can be obtained. For example, if a=0.1, W,=max.(0.553, 1.881)=1.881 and 

Wax When p=0 is 1/1000. Table 2.4 shows the values of w,, and w.,, for different a's with 

k=200. In this case, the values of W, are W,=3.727, 3.135, 3.796, 3.695, and 1.0 for 

a=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively, and W,,, when p=0 is always 1/1000. 
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Figure 2.18 shows the magnitude of the reaction forces R, and R, for different a’s with 

k=50, and Figure 2.19 shows the reaction forces R, and R, for different a’s with k=200. 

Note that the scale on the R, axis is ten times larger than the scale on the R, axis in 

Figure 2.19. As the applied load p increases, the magnitudes of the reaction forces R, 

and R, when k=200 have higher values than those of the reaction forces R, and R, when 

k=50. If a=0.5 and k)16s°, there are no reaction forces R, and R,. In this case, the 

applied load p has no effect on the reaction forces R, and R,. Results for 2)0.5 can be 

obtained by symmetry. 

Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 show the maximum deflections for different a’s with k=50 

and k=200, respectively. If a2=0.5 and k)16r°, Equation (2.2.11) can be used to get the 

maximum deflection for this case. 
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c. Case Vil : Case Ill with Initial Deflection 

The boundary and transition conditions for this case are 

4] i 
w,(0)=0,w, (0) -w,, (0) =0 

i] /} 

valws” (1) —woo’ (1) J 4¥ yom (1) =¥5K2[W2(1) -W9(1) J 

W, (a) -w2 (a) ,wi (a) -w, (a) (2.2.17) 

¥5Lwy! (a) -wih (a) levi tws! (a) -w5e (a) ] 

‘tf ttl Ww Wh cay -wi!! (a) ] 
yi twe’! (a) woo (a) )+75k, LW; (2) -W49(@) J -¥S LW 

The w,, and w., terms in the shear force condition at x=1 (involving k,) do not cancel 

each other. 

The reaction forces R, and R, for each support can be calculated as follows: 

R=k,[EI,w, (a) -EI,W4)(a) ] 

so that 

Ro=k,[wW, (a) -Wi9 (a) J 

(2.2.18) 

and 
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R,=k,[EIW,(L) -EI,W29(L) J 

so that 

Rz=K2[W2(1) -Wo9(1) ) 

(2.2.19) 

Equations (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) can be written as 

R,=k,[C,siny,a+C,a+WsinB,a-A,sinB,a -A,a J 

(2.2.20) 

and 

R,~k,(D,siny2+D,cosy,+D3+D,+YsinB,+ZcosB, 

The formulas of all the coefficients that are used to get the reaction forces and the 

maximum deflections can be obtained as follows: 

Dz=D1Q,+Q, 

D, =D, Ge +D3G7+Gg 

C; =D, Qs +O, 

and 

6 44D1+542D3+ 6 43C3=5 44, 

594D1 + 6 29D3+ 593C3= 805, 
(2.2.20) 
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634D, + 532D3+533C3=53, 

All the variables that are used in the above equations are given in the Appendix. 

In order to get the maximum deflection for different a’s, A, is specified as before for 

Case VI. Table 3.3 shows the values of w,, and w.,,, for different a’s with k=50. By using 

these values of w,, and w,,,, the maximum deflections W,_, when p=0 are obtained. In 

this case, the values of W, are W.=max.(w,_,W,,)=W,,,=1.830, 2.804, 2.738, and 1.953 

for a=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively, and W,,=Max.(W, Wom) =W,,,= 1-386, 1.148, 1.035, 

0.970, and 0.951 for a=0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively. The maximum deflections 

Wiax When p=0 are always 1/1000 in this case. Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 show the values 

of w,,, and w,,, for different a’s with k=200 and k=300, respectively. 

Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23 show the magnitude of the reaction forces R, and R, for 

different a’s with k=50. Figure 2.24 and Figure 2.25 show the reaction forces R, and R, 

for different a's with k=200. Figure 2.26 and Figure 2.27 show the reaction forces R, and 

R, for different a's with k=300. As the applied load p increases, the magnitudes of the 

reaction forces R, and R, when k=200 have higher values than those of the reaction 

forces R, and R, when k=50. However, the magnitudes of the reaction forces R, and R, 

when k=300 are often smaller than those of the reaction forces R, and R, when k=200. 

lf a2=0.5 and k)206.7117, there are no reaction forces R, and R,. 

Figure 2.28 and Figure 2.29 show the maximum deflection W_., for k=50 and k=200, 

respectively. As the applied load p increases, the magnitudes of the maximum deflections 

Wax increase. Figure 2.30 shows the maximum deflection for different a’s with k=300. If 

a=0.5 and k)206.7117, the following coefficients are used to get the maximum 

deflections: 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Perfect Columns 

Four perfect two-span columns subjected to an axial compressive load P were 

investigated first. Each column was allowed to have different bending stiffnesses El,, 

(i=1,2), in each span, in the general formulation, but all numerical results were obtained 

for uniform columns (El,=El,). The columns under consideration were shown in Figure 

2.1. In the numerical results, k, and k, were assumed to be equal. 

In each case, the investigation was carried out to find the critical load P,, as a 

function of the span lengths and to show the effects of the rotational spring stiffness c 

and the translational spring stiffnesses k, and k, on the critical load P... for different span 

lengths. In addition, conditions for the existence of an ideal spring stiffness were also 

examined. 

The results discussed in section 2.1 apply to a uniform column (El,=El,) and can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. If an intermediate support is located in the middle of a pinned-pinned column 

(a=0.5), the column can resist a higher applied load P than for any other 

support location in Case I. 

If an intermediate translational spring k is located in the middle of a pinned- 

pinned column (a=0.5), the column can resist a higher applied load P than for 

any other spring location in Case Il. 

J For Case Ill, the optimal location of the intermediate translational spring k is not 

located in the middle of the two-span column. It depends on the translational 

spring stiffnesses k (k,=k,=k) at x=a and x=1. 
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2. The ideal spring stiffness k, ,.,, exists only for a=0.5 in Case Il and Case Ill if 

= 12 = El,=El,. The values are k,,..,=169° and k,,,,,=206.7117 for Case Il and Case 

Ill, respectively. If kek; ...,, the critical load is p..= 4s" when a=0.5 in both 

of these cases. 

In Case IV, there are no values k, ,.,, for fixed values of c and a and noc,,,.., 

for fixed values of k (k,=k,=k,) and a. 

3. The curves in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 are not symmetric about a=0.5. In 

Figure 2.10, if c=0, the result is exactly the same for k=200 as shown in Figure 

2.8 for Case Ill. If c+ ©, the end x=0 is a fixed end and the critical load 

P,, =43.521 for a-0.6 when k,=k,=200 is the highest p.,. 

4. lf a=0.5, the buckling mode shape is a sine curve for Case |. If a=0.5 and 

kek the buckling mode shape is also a sine curve for Case II and Case Ill ideal’ 

(k,=k,sk). 

3.2 Imperfect Columns 

Three imperfect columns subjected to an axial compressive load P were investigated. 

Each column was allowed to have different bending stiffnesses El,, (i=1,2), in each span. 

The initial deflections of each column have the shape of the buckling mode of the 

corresponding perfect column and have a specified size. The columns under 

consideration were shown in Figure 2.1 (a)-(c). Cases V, VI, and VIl correspond to Case 

I, Il, and Ill, respectively, with initial curvature. In each case, the investigation was carried 

out to find the reaction forces R, and R, at x=a and x=L, respectively, and to find the 

maximum deflection of each column, as functions of the applied load P. 

The results discussed in section 2.2 apply to the case of a uniform column (El, =El,) 

and can be summarized as follows: 
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1. In Case V, there are no reaction forces R, and R, when a=0.5; even though the 

applied load p amplifies the magnitude of a sine curve, it has no effect on the 

reaction forces R, and Rs. 

The above result is the same for Case VI and Case VII if a=0.5 and k> k; deat fOr 

each case, respectively. 

2. In Case V, if the intermediate support is close to the support at x=0 or x=1, the 

maximum deflections W_., at a fixed P show higher values than for any other 

intermediate support location. 

In Case VI and Case VI, if the intermediate translational spring is close to the 

support at x=0 or to the translational spring at x=1, the maximum deflections W__. 

show higher values than for any other intermediate translational spring location. 

3. Reaction forces and maximum deflections are proportional to the size of the 

initial deflection. Their values for initial deflections of the same shape but 

different size can be determined directly from the results presented here. 

4. The shape of the initial deflection chosen here was that of the buckling mode of 

the corresponding perfect column. Under compression, this shape tends to lead 

to larger deflections than other initial deflections having the same size (e.g., the 

same maximum initial deflection). 

3.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Some recommendations for future study are noted as follows: 

1. Investigate other types of laterally braced columns with various load conditions 

such as uniformly distributed load or additional axial loads at the internal bracing 

points. 

2. Investigate other types of laterally braced columns with various boundary 
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conditions such as clamped ends. 

3. Investigate braced multiple-span columns with varying span lengths. 

4. Investigate two-span columns with unequal spring stiffnesses or unequal 

moments of inertia in the spans. 

5. Investigate the continuous lateral bracing of two-span columns subjected to an 

axial compressive load. 

6. Use other methods such as the Newton-Raphson method or secant method 

along with the bisection method to improve the efficiency of finding a root for the 

critical load or the ideal spring stiffness. 
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APPENDIX A 

NOTATION 
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m 
| 

II length of first span 

a = nondimensional span length = a/L 

A, = coefficients of initial deflection in first span 

A. = coefficients of deflection in first span 
j 

b= length of second span 

6b = nondimensional span length = b/L 

'B, = coefficients of initial deflection in second span 

B. = coefficients of deflection in second span 

8, = nondimensional critical load of perfect column = ¥ PL*/El, 

= nondimensional critical load of perfect column = PL*/El, 

c = rotational spring stiffness at x=0 

c = nondimensional rotational spring stiffness atx=O = cVEl, 

Cc = ideal nondimensional rotational spring stiffness ideal 

C. = coefficients 

D, = coefficients 

El, = bending stiffness of first span 

El, = bending stiffness of second span 

g = stiffening rate of rotational spring 

nondimensional load = V PL?/El, 

nondimensional load = ¥ PL/El, 

H j= coefficients 

Y1 

Y2 

k = intermediate translational spring stiffness at x=a 

k = nondimensional intermediate translational spring stiffness atx=a = kU/El, 

k, = intermediate translational spring stiffness at X=a 
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k, = nondimensional intermediate translational spring stiffness at x=a = k, L°/El, 

k, = lateral bracing support stiffness at x=a+b= L 

k, = nondimensional lateral bracing support stiffness at x=1 = kL/El, 

k = ideal nondimensional translational spring stiffness 
ideal 

Pp = nondimensional applied axial compressive load = PL*/El, 

P., = nondimensional critical load 

P = applied axial compressive load 

R, = reaction force at x=a 

R, = nondimensional reaction force atx=a = RAL/El, 

R, = reaction force at x=L 

R, = nondimensional reaction force at x=1 = R,L7/El, 

w, (x) = transverse deflection for O<x<a 

w, (x) = nondimensional transverse deflection for Osxsa = w,/L 

W,9(x) = initial deflection of the imperfect column for O<xsa 

W,9(x) = nondimensional initial deflection of the imperfect column for Osxsa_ = w,,/L 

w,(x) = transverse deflection for asxsL 

w,(x) = nondimensional transverse deflection for asxs1_ = w/L 

W,,(x) = initial deflection of the imperfect column for asxsL 

Wo9(x) = nondimensional initial deflection of the imperfect column for asx<1 = Woy/L 

W,, = Maximum nondimensional deflection in the first span of the buckling mode for the 

perfect column when A, =1 

W,,, = maximum nondimensional deflection in the second span of the buckling mode for 

the perfect column when A,=1 

W,, = max.(w,_/a , w,,/b) 
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Woaax — Maximum deflection of imperfect column 
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APPENDIX B 

Variables Used in Case IV 
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H,=-tany,a 

H siny 2b 

2 ‘cosy,a Cosy, 

Hz=-tany,a 

siny 2b 

* “cosy,a cosy, 

y" 
1 H5= — tany,a-y¥; 

2 e 

¥, siny2b 

c COSY,a COSY> 
  

6” 

H7=-tany> 

Hg~¥, Cosy,a-H,y, siny,atH, 

Y2 COsy2b 
Ho=H,-H>Y; siny,a- COSY> 

2 
Y4 

HromHe( a -1) 
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H,,=Hy(-—-1) k, 

Hy, =siny,atH, cosy ,a+H,a+Hz-Hga—Hyp 

H,3-siny.a +H, COSY 2a +H a +H, -H, cosy,a-H,a -H, 

Ay,=—— 
13 

His--Y; cosy,a-k, siny,a 

Hie"; siny,a-k, cosy,a 
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APPENDIX C 

Variables Used in Case V 
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a,=-tany> 

2 
ay=- = (Y sinB,+Z cosB,) 

¥> COSY> 

Q3=-1 

2 2 
B 

a,-(— 2) (Y sinB,+Z cosB8,) 
Y2 

  

2 
B 

F,-_2 (Y sinB,a+Z cos8,a-W sinB,a) I" 2 2 1 
Ye 

F,-siny,ata, cosy2a 

Fz=a, Cosy2atF, 
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F,-a, siny,a+W sinB,a 

641", 

64270 

643=F, 

644" Fs 

65,-siny2ata, cosy2,a 

do978 +Qz 

6530 

55,=-(Q2 CoSy,a+a,t+Y sinB,at+Z cosB,a) 

53,-¥2 COSY2a-Y2a, Siny,a-y,a, cosy,a 

b35=1 
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633-1 

53,-WB, CosB,a-YB, cos8,a+Z8, sinB,ata,y, Cosy,atasy. siny za 
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APPENDIX D 

Variables Used in Case VI 
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a,=-tany>, 

2 
a= - + _ (Y sinB,+Z cosB,) 

¥> Cosy, 

Qz=-1 

B2 4? 

a, = ( 22) (y sinB,+Z cos8,)   

2 
B 

F,-—2(Y sin8,a+Z cosB,a-W sinB,a) 
2 

V2 

Fo-siny ata, cosy2a 

F3=Q, Cosy,atF, 

t= ——_——_——_ 

siny,a 

F,= -¥3 COSY2a 
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F5-¥3 siny.a 

F,--YB; cosB,a+ZB; sin8,a 

F7-siny,a 

F,-W sin8,a 

Fo=-¥; cosy,a 

Fy )=-WB; cosB,a 

2 2 2 
Fyi~%; Fy+y,@, F5+¥5(kK F,-F5) Qs 

2 2 2 2 
Fyo"Qo¥, Fs5t¥y Fet¥oQ6(K F7-Fo) +¥2(K Fg-Fig) 

2 
Fi3"¥2 ka 

644=F 4 

542"0 

643° F 43 
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S14" -Fria 

§5,=siny,a+a, Cosy,a-a, siny,a 

650"a +Qz 

6o3™-@ 

65,-W sinB,a-Y sin8.a-Z cosB,ata, siny,a-a, Cosy,a-a, 

531 “Yo COSY2a-Y2a, siny2a-7¥,a, cosy,a 

63501 

6332-1 

63,=W8, cosB,a-YB, cosB,a+ZB, sinB,ata,y, Cosy,at+azy2 siny,a 
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APPENDIX E 

Variables Used in Case VII 
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Og=- = __ (Y sinB,+Z cosB,) 

Y2 COSYa 

2 
B 

F,-— (Y sinB,a+Z cosB,a-W sinB,a) 
2 

Y2 

Fo=siny,ata, cosy2a 

F3=Q> COSsy2atF, 

a6= ——_ 
siny,a 

3 
Fyu=-¥> Cosy2a 

30: 
Fy=¥> Siny2a 

3 3 os 
F.--YB, cosB,a+ZB, sinB2a 

F7-siny,a 
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F3=W sinB,a 

3 
Fo=-¥, Cosy,a 

F,9=-WB; cosB,a 

2 2 2 
Payn¥y Fat¥yOy F5t+72(ky F7-F) as 

2 2 2 2 
Fyg=Q2¥_ Fst¥y Fet¥2 (Ky Fr-Fo) +¥2(Ky Fg-Fig) 

2 
Fi3"¥2 k,a 

G, =-B3(-Y cos8.+Z sinB,) +B5 (B,Bo cosB,-BB> sinB,+B;) 
2 

+72 (YB cos8,-ZB, sinB.) -2 k(Y sinB.+Z cosB,) 

¥4 
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Gy=-S k,(siny2+a, cosy2) 

G5--— Koa COSY> 

644" Fy, 

64270 

643-F 43 

644" -Fy2 

65,-siny,a+a, Cosy,a-a, siny,a+G, 

522"a+G7 
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33"—a 

65,°a, Siny,a-a, Cosy,a-G,+W sinB,a-Y sin8B,a-Z cosB,a 
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LATERAL BRACING FORCES IN COMPRESSED 

TWO-SPAN COLUMNS WITH INITIAL CURVATURE 

by 

Jae-Guen Yang 

(ABSTRACT) 

The main purpose of this study is to find critical loads and full bracing conditions for 

perfect two-span columns, and to find the reaction forces at the lateral bracing supports 

and maximum deflections for two-span columns with initial curvature. In each case, the 

column under consideration may have different bending stiffnesses in each span, and the 

column is subjected to an axial compressive load. The braces are not assumed to be 

equally spaced, and may have different spring stiffnesses. 

For the perfect columns, it is found that if the internal lateral support is located in the 

middle of the column , the column can resist a higher applied load than for any other 

support location. The load resisting capacity of the column depends on the lateral spring 

Stiffnesses. It is also found that an ideal spring stiffness, corresponding to full bracing, 

only exists under special conditions. 

For the imperfect columns, the initial shape is assumed to be the same as the 

buckling mode of the perfect column, and its size is specified. It is found that there are 

no reaction forces when there is full bracing. The reaction forces and maximum 

deflections are proportional to the size of the initial deflection, so their values for initial 

deflections of the same shape but different size can be determined directly from the 

results presented here.


